
Partner: Tetra Pak

Brief: Create a package for liquid foods, 
compatible with normal Tetra Pak standards 
and machinery. 
Universal design approach: designing for 
all target groups including elderly, children, 
injured users and  disabled users

Length: 5 weeks

TeTra Honey comb
universal design liquid food conTainer



How to approach a product design when everyone doesn’t fit the 
template?

In todays society, many of the products we use on a daily basis are massproduced and 
modelled after the typical/average person. 
In real life however, the avarege person is not the one who will use the product, but a wide 
range of individuals, of different capabilities, strains, ages, genders, disabilities etc. 
A 10- year old does not possess the same strenght as a grown up, an arthritic hand does 
not possess the same grip and maneuverability as a wealthy hand, a blind person has to 
rely on feel and tactile feedback, and so on. 



The proposal is a hexagon shaped1liter package that is extra grip-friendly, and can be 
picked and held in any direction to suit different users needs. The shape of the box allows 
for tight packing and stacking on shelf and during transport.

The easy-to-turn cap breaks the internal seal with one twist, and the handles eliminates the 
need of fine motorics in fingers. The cap also provides a distinct pouring direction, and al-
lows for user controll of the flow by turning the cap.

To avoid excess production costs, the proposal has to the existing process using Tetra Pak’s 
pattended methods, machines and materials.

Package proposal



Prototyping and evaluation

Main aspects considered during ideation 
and mock-up stages includes:

- Stackability and space efficiency

- Grip that suits people with low hand 
  strenght, small hands or people with  
  grave rheumatism or similar diabilities

- Easy opening and option of re-closing 
  package

- One handed operation
Evaluation of concept 
with Britt-Inger, rheumatic 



The hexagon shaped box can be folded from a sheet and 
folded without any cuts or wastage, and is compatible 
with Tetra Pak’s current machinery.

Folding in bottom

Lid function Folding

The design of the lid provides a tight seal during transport, and allows for re-
closing, keeping contents fresh longer. The lid also allows users to adjust the 
opening to control the flow rate of the contents, simplifying pouring for a vari-
ety of user groups that otherwise might have difficulties with spilling etc.

Default position with seal intact Closed position,
wtisting will cut sealing foil

Position when 
partly opened

Position when 
fully opened

construction


